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Poliform® offers a range of vents and smoke extraction 
openings tailored to incorporate facades and rooftops 
built with arcoPlus® systems.

Furthermore, Poliform® contributes their expertise 
to the design and realisation of polycarbonate barrel 
vaults using with arcoPlus®, Policarb®, Policomp® and 
divers integrable joineries.

Poliform®

>  Integration within arcoPlus® 
Interlocking facade and  
arcoPlus® Cladding and 
Roofing Connectable

>  Filling with arcoPlus®  
polycarbonate or glass

>  Profiles with thermal breaks

KNOW-HOW AND QUALITY

>  Manual, electric or  
pneumatic opening windows

>  Anodized or thermolaqued 
profiles
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BARREL VAULT CANOPY
Filled with arcoPlus®, polycarb® 
or polycomp® panels, the arches 
of polyform’s® vaults are cold 
bent according to the project’s 
precise specifications in our 
workshop.  The more complex 
and particular projects are pre-
assembled in our workshop 
in order to verify their perfor-
mance before delivery. 

PERFECTLY ADAPTED  
TO ARCOPLUS® SYSTEMS
The ventilation and smoke extrac-
tion openings Poliform® have 
been specifically developed to fit 
in arcoPlus® cladding and roofing 
systems without the addition of 
heavy metal frames and sheets. 
Perfect air and water infiltration 
resistance guaranteed!

+
>  SPECIFIC ADAPTATION  

TO ARCOPLUS® SYSTEMS

>TAILORED FABRICATIONS

> QUICK & EASY  
INSTALLATION

> PERFECT AIR & wATER  
INFILTRATION RESISTANCE

> COLOURS  
& FINIHING RANGES

Transparency
controlled



Poliform®

SECTION
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CALEIDO CREATIVITY
As every project is different and that 
your imagination is limitless, the 
arcoPlus® colour palette offers a large 
range of the colour spectrum, from 
soft to vibrant tones.

But creativity doesn’t stop here! Accor-
ding to your projects and ideas, we 
can create together, a unique colour 
adapted to your needs. Tailored just 
for you!

Ask us for more information.
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